Potato Water Sourdough - Blister Crust Series
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The beautiful color, tender crumb and superb flavor of this loaf are a result of the potato water which is
obtained from water in which potatoes have been boiled. I like to cut the potatoes into small pieces, bring
to a moderate boil and allow them to start falling apart before straining them and using the water.

Ingredients you will need:
 300g active well fed starter @ 100%
 700g potato water (water from boiled potatoes)(reserve 100g of this water in another bowl)
 1100g flour
 25g sea salt with no additives
(plus rice or semolina flour for dusting)
This formula uses the double hydration method*. For double hydration, you hold out part of the liquid
and after the dough has autolysed, you slowly add the liquid to the dough to make wetter or higher
hydration dough. In this case we will add the salt to the reserved liquid so as to help incorporate it into the
dough.
To make your Potato Water Sourdough:

1. - To your mixing bowl or dough trough, add :




300g levain at 100% hydration
600g potato water (regular water can be substituted)
1100g all purpose flour or a mixture of all purpose and bread flour

2. - Mix the ingredients together to form a thick, low hydration dough. Cover the dough and allow it to
autolyse (sit undisturbed) at room temperature for two hours (or try a warm bulk ferment at 76-80F in
your proofing box).
3. - During autolyse, fold the dough one time after an hour.

4. - After autolyse, to a small bowl mix together:



100g potato water
25g fine sea salt

5. - Add the water/salt mixture to the autolysed dough all at once but don't expect to incorporate all of it
right away.

6. - Fold the dough, incorporating some of the liquid.
7. - Slowly incorporate the salt/potato water liquid over the next three to four hours by folding each hour
while trying to incorporate the extra water. It will take time, but when the dough is done fermenting, it
will be incorporated**.
8. - After your final fold, let the dough rest for 20 minutes.
9. - Then divide it into three pieces weighing approximately 700 grams each.
10. - Do a first shaping of your loaves and let them bench rest for 15-20 minutes.
11. - Then do a final shape and place the dough into bannetons dusted with rice or semolina flour.
12. - Cover the dough and bannetons with a plastic bag and retard in the refrigerator overnight.
13. - Next morning take the dough out of the refrigerator one by one, staggered 30 minutes apart.
14. - Final proof the dough at room temperature or in your proofing box at 76-80F. It can take 2 – 4 hours
or more to proof.
Remember to preheat your oven at 500F for an hour before baking to preheat your baking
stone.
15. - When done proofing, brush off the dusting flour, score the dough, spray the top heavily with water and bake
(using the roasting pan as a cover) at 450F degrees(I heat the oven to 500F and turn it down for the actual bake).
16. - Bake for ten minutes with the roasting pan lid on.
17. - Then remove the lid allowing the dough to brown and crisp.
18. - Bake an additional 15-20 minutes or until the bread obtains the wonderful color and crispy crust you
prefer. Cool your bread on a grate.
19. - Put the roasting lid back into the oven and turn the oven up to 500F to preheat for the next loaf.
Repeat from # 15 for the remaining loaves.

*The dough is at 60% hydration before the salt potato water is incorporated and the gluten strands will
bond tightly. After the salt potato water is incorporated, the dough will be at 68% hydration. Hence the
double hydration.
**If you try to incorporate all of the liquid at once, you will tear the gluten up more than the gentle patient
way of taking your time.

Result: 3- 700 gram loaves @ 68% hydration and very happy family and friends. :)
Find me online at www.northwestsourdough.com
Subscribe to my Youtube Channel by searching for NorthwestSourdough. You can find the embedded
Blister Crust Series that this formula goes along with here: https://tinyurl.com/kg6rovq
See you on Facebook in my group: Perfect Sourdough, where you can show off your finished loaf!
https://www.udemy.com/rediscover-real-artisan-sourdough-baking/?couponCode=MC49
Happy Baking, Teresa

